A non-linear theory describing the interaction of ion and electron "clumps" in a turbulent Vlasov plasma is presented. Numerical and anaytical solutions predict that, in the presence of a drift vd of the average electron distribution, a spectrum driven by such fluctuations will be unstable to drifts which are appreciably below those required for the onset of a linear instability. The instability exists over a large range of the parameter space vd and Te/Ti (the electron to ion temperature ratio); moreover the growth rate is amplitude dependent being approximately proportional to the trapping time. These results are in very good agreement with recent computer simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Investigations of velocity space instabilities have primarily relied on a linear theory analysis of the dielectric of the plasma. This approach considers waves (i. e. e(k, w) = 0, where F(k, w) is the dielectric) as the mechanism for tapping the free energy in the system. Non-linearities and turbulence modify this dielectric--for example resonance broadening arising from turbulent diffusion has been invoked as a possible ingredient in the dissipation and stabilization of growing modes-but die basic instability mechanism remains the same: namely an exchange of energy between a linear wave and the background plasma. The fluctuation spectrum, however, is not limited to eigenmodes of the dispersion rclation. In particular ballistic modes or clumps [',] , for which w/k ~ vi (here v, and vi are the electron and ion thermal velocities), can exist. These particle like modes are generated by the mixing of the average velocity gradients. The phenomena is non-linear since this element can also be viewed as a secular contribution arising from the stochastic interaction at a wave-particle resonance. In such an interaction the distribution function develops a number of higher harmonics with complicated, seemingly random spatial dependance. The resulting fluctuations (clumps) get propagated ballistically giving the charactersitic particle-like behaviour. A sclf-sustaining state exists when the decay of these fluctuations due to ballistic streaming and the turbulent electric fields (for example in the form of velocity dirfusion), is balanced by the creation of new ones. The self-sustaining condition can also be regarded as a stability boundary since over-regeneration implies that the system will be unstable to these modes. In this paper we are concerned with the stability boundary of such fluctuations.
An instability which has been studied at some length is the two-stream or ion-acoustic instability.
In a two species plasma for which T >> Ti, ion waves propagate and are only weakly Landau damped.
These waves are driven unstable by a somewhat weak drift, vd ~ .05v, of the electron distribution.
The requirement T, > Ti, insures that the damping from the ion distribution is weak compared to the growth from the drifting Maxwellian. These modes have w/k > vi and fw/k -vil < v, : for w/k ṽ i they are heavily damped. For Te ~ Ti a much larger drift (approximately ve) is required for the ion waves to go unstable. We find however that for a wide range of Te/Ti the clump spectrum regenerates at drift velocities which are appreciably below those needed for the onset of linear instability. In other words a non-linear instability is generated for parameter ranges for which linear theory would predict damped normal modes. These fluctuations have w ~ kvi and are characterized by an amplitude dependent growth rate.
Our approach uses a reduced version of the set of self-consistent renormalized "clump" equations derived in Ref. 2 . We give a review and description of the these equations in Sec. II. The basic driving mechanism, however, for the fluctuations and the instability can be understood in the following simple way. Although linear theory predicts large Landau damping in the regime of the non-linear instability, linear theory is not valid for times greater than the trapping time (the latter characterises the time scale on which non-linear behaviour appreciably distorts linear results). Thus a linearly stable state does not necessarily exclude, even in the limit of very small amplitude perturbations, a non-linear instability:
there will always exist some time interval beyond which linear theory breaks down. With this in mind we note that any mixing of the phase space density will generate clumps since the Vlasov equation preserves phase space density along a particles orbit. Alternatively if we consider the Vlasov plasma as a "fluid" of density f then when different regions of f are mixed granulations will appear due to the imperfect mixing. The clump is a group or cluster of particles all moving at approximately the same speed. Turbulent diffusion and ballistic streaming will destroy this group in a time r :a-(koaztv)-' (ko and At ) are the typical clump size in phase space). On the average, however, the fluctuations do not die out at that rate since new clumps are constantly being created by the rearrangement off. In essence whatever non-linear process destroys the fluctuations also creates new ones by rearranging the phase space density. An unstable state sees the generation of fluctuations from the mixing of f overcoming their decay-both processes being driven by the same non-linear mechanism be it velocity diffusion, compton scattering etc.. A self-sustaining state occurs when the regeneration just balances the decay.
The values in the parameter space of temperature ratio (TC/Ti), drift velocity (vd), and turbulence amplitude which determine the stability boundary can be obtained from numerical solutions of the equations in Section II. In Section VI, however, we present an approximate analytic calclulation for the self-sustaining state. This is in good agreement with the results of Sections III and IV, where we numerically integrate the equations for the correlation function (6f6f). In Section V we consider in a simple way the effect of collisions on the instability. While the calculation is approximate it illustrates effectively how collisions might reduce such a phenomena. Finally in Section VII we compare these results to recent computer simulation experiments[ 1 and discuss the implications of this novel state of turbulence.
II. REVIEW AND BASIC EQUATIONS
According to linear theory the plasma response f(k, w), where k and w are the wave number and frequency respectively, is given by
(1) 
In the simplest case, gj. incorporates the effect of the turbulent electric fields through a velocity orbit diffusion as indicated in Eq. (23). The correlation function (fc(1)fc(2)) described by (3) is however inadequte on physical grounds. It implies that the decorrelation of two points, measured at equal times, occurs on a time scale (the trapping time rt,, where rt, = (k/3)-I and k is the typical wave number of the turbulence defined by (48)) which is independent of the relative separation of these points. But it is clear that two neighbouring points in phase space will feel the same random electric fields so that while their average coordinate may change significantly, their relative orbit will not necessarily separate at a rate characterized by the trapping time. In fact, as point I approaches point 2 no relative orbit exponentiation will occur and in that case the decorrelation time is infinite. One can describe this enhanced correlation through the clump lifetime['] rei(z, v_). This quantity is the time required for diffusion to cause the relative coordinates of two points, which were originally separated by a distance x_ (= XI-z 2 ) and v_ (= v 1 -v 2 ), to be equal to ky'. rel(x_, v-) is singular as x-and v--+ 0 while rt, is not. This singular behaviour must be reflected in the correlation function; physically it can be attributed to the large distortion of the distribution f at a wave particle resonance. We thus write
In the turbulent case, however, (7!) does not describe the point structure of particles but rather, very small fluctuations or granulations arising from the mixing of the phase space density. If rc < trr (r, s (koAvp)'-, where AVs;, is the spread in phase velocity of the fluctuations), these fluctuations will in many respects behave like large singic particles or macroparticles. The condition r, < tr, insures that the decay of the clump structure will occur on a much slower time scale than the decay of the (two time) auto-correlation function so that a shielded "test" clump 1 model can be used.
We can obtain a simple intuitive expresson for (j) in the following way. In a turbulent Vlasov plasma the phase space density is rearranged in a chaotic fashion but remains constant along a particles orbit. That is f, f 2 ,.. Jf (for all n) are conserved along a particles orbit. In particular the covariance will on the average be given by
where the mixing occurs because a small clump of plasma will retain, for a time r,,, a memory of the average density o(v -Av) of its point of origin at v -Av.
We assume that fo relaxes through a Fokker-Planck process for which (Av) =rF 
Notice that a renormalized quasi-linear theory would predict that r = rt, andF = 0 so that
One can easily obtain a similar result by squaring (3), summing over k and w and setting
The equations governing the evolution of the correlation function can be obtained from a renormalization of the Vlasov equation using the technique described in Ref.
2. The solution of the full set of renormalized equations for a two species plasma presents a somewhat formidable task even for numerical analysis. Our aim is less ambitious in that we will deal with what we believe is the minimum amount of information necessary for a relevant description of the problem. We assume that ions and electrons obey the following model renormalized equations (a, refers to the species):
On physical grounds, one can simply argue that Eq. (11) is the two-point analogy of the quasi-linear diffusion equation for fo. The bivariate diffusion takes into account the correlated motion of two neighbouring points. This equation describes (6f6f) at equal times and its solution is used as an initial condition for the Iwo lime equation
These equations are a considerably reduced version of the formulation in Ref. 2. They preserve, however, two of the properties of the "exact" renormalized equations. These are (i) In the relative co-ordinate system v_, x_, and for a spatially homogeneous system, the left hand side operator of Eq. (11) reduces to 8/Ot while the right hand side operator remains finite in the limit x-, v--+ 0. In a steady state (t. --oo) this generates a singularity in the inversion of the left hand side operator which can also be interpreted as a secular element in the solution of the correlation function. In Ref.
2 it was shown that this is a basic property of the Vlasov equation which represents the conservation of phase space density along a particles orbit.
(ii) In the Markovian limit the combination of (11) through (14) can be used to obtain the shielded test clump picture. It is important to note that this procedure only works if one retains the full source term as defined in Ref. 2 
and indicated here by Eq. (28).
The in formation omitted in the above formulation ( (1) and (14)) can loosely be grouped into two types of terms which would appear in the full renormalization. The first are orbit modification terms which in the long wavecength limit conserve energy and momentum against the diffusion processi 2 l.
These can be interpreted as Fekker-Planck diffusion and drags which arise from the modulation and perturbation of the average distribution by the fluctuations-for further details the reader is referred to Ref. 2. The important point, however, is that these terms reduce the effect of diffusion because of momentum constraints. Thus a 7c1 described by the inversion of the left hand side of (11) would represent a lower limit on the clump lifetime. This means that a more precise calculation of 7e1 would increase the fraction of parameter space (vd and Te/T) for which a non-linear instability would occur.
Of course these arguments are only valid in the long-wavelength limit and for finite k a number of more complicated effects might take place.
The second class of terms resemble modifications to the Coulomb operator. In the velocity space problem their inclusion or exclusion does not seem to lead to a violation of any physical constraints such as energy or momentum. In the E X B problem, however, it has been shown 41 that they are required for an energy conserving theory. While some of these terms might enhance the clump lifetime through a kind of gravitational instability 51 , it is not clear what their net effect is. In the interest of simplicity we neglect them in this model.
Bearing these limitations in mind we write (Gf'6f")
G as the sum of two parts G + Z. In the relative coordinate system G satisfies
while F satisfies a similar equation with D-replaced by D+,
k',wl
In the "+" coordinates the source term is written as
S"= -2(e. 2 /m)(6Ef) f0(17)
C is the difference between the solution to (15) and (16 
By setting t 2 = 0, we have made an assumption of time stationarity. Using this assumption, coupled with spatial homogeneity we can Fourier transform these results according to
and obtain
i-k is the Fourier transform on x-of '(1, 2) and g, is defined by gkw f dtgk(t exp iwt (22) where gk(t) is the Greens function which solves
The clump spectrum (13"1 2 )k, is related to the total potential through
where rk, is the renormalized dielectric given by
Similarly using (3) and (4), (Of")k can be expressed in terms of velocity moments of the clump correlation as
To obtain (27), it has been assumed that (f fo) = 0. This means that ion and electron clumps are uncorrelated. Eq. (27) can be used to rewrite the source, Sa, in terms of Fokker-Planck coefficients. For example the ion source term can be written as For the one dimensional problem, we note that Di and F" approximately cancel (for the same reason that they would in a Lenard-Balescu collision operator) so that the ion source reduces to
The equations are symmetric and the electron source can be obtained by the interchange {i +4 e}.
A steady, self-sustaining state is determined by the simultaneous solution for electrons and ions of (15), (16), (21), (26) and (24). This requires that for a given D_ the solution to (15) and (16) must produce an (Jj) which when shielded through (26) and (24) will reproduce the original diffusion coefficient. In Sections III and IV this program is performed numerically while an approximate analytic version of the calculation is presented in Section VI.
1I. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
The clump spectrum is related to the total potential through Eq. (26). We simplify matters by taking fk'w' to be the lowest order, unrenormalized dielectric,
where we have assumed that the background distributions are described by
In the above expressions Nd 0 and w, are the debyc length and plasma frequency for the "a" species (va = vl2ape;wpo, w = 4-rne 2 /ma). Z' is the derivative of the plasma dispersion function
where Erf(z) is the error function.
In the equations that follow we neglect any time variation of the average distribution in the source and dielectric. This means that we do not allow the average distribution to relax in any of the calculations. A more complete description would take this into account. However, since we are primarily interested in the onset of instability (surplus regeneration) rather than the saturation mechanism per se, this assumption is justifiable for the purposes of this model. Within this framework v+ becomes a constant which is treated on a par with the temperature and drift velocity as an external parameter for each run. The situation is somewhat analogous to having a constant-current driving mechanism.
Using (21) and (24) we can reduce the diffusion coefficients to the following approximate form: 
The source terms from (31) can be simplified to
(38)
S' =So ImZ'(v+/vi)/7r 2 d
where
We have used
and taken Regk, 7 ird(w --kv) to refoiniulate some of the expressions.
The method of solution is quite straightforward. We integrate numerically four partial differential equations (two for each species), to obtain the total G, and 0 response. (Remember that G represents three terms, f! + f' + fcf). The difference between these solutions represents G. The result is integrated over v_ to obtain the charge density which is Fourier transformed through an FFT algorithm.
The resulting quantity is used to evaluate the diffusion coefficients and the source term from equations The last equation assumes that the k = 0 mode is the first to go unstable. In the temperature regimes which we investigate (Te/Ti -.1 -+ 10.) this is the case. this result can be translated to a 66% reduction in the required drift for mi/me = 1840. In other words linear theory predicts that the the threshold of ion-acoustic instability is of the order of the electron thermal velocity while the non-linear result predicts . 3 4 ve. Fig. 2 illustrates the x_ dependance of the diffusion coefficientD_ for two diffrent cases which start with the same initial condition, temperature ratio, and drift but with different phase velocity, v+, of the fluctuations. In the first the clumps are decaying while in the second they are growing. To facilitate the discussion let us assume the following generic form for these curves
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have paramaterized D_ through its size Do and a characteristic width k . The most striking feature which differentiates the curves is their "k". For the case of decay this is roughly a debye length while in the unstable regime this is closer to 3 or 4 debye lengths. At the same time the magnitude of Do in the unstable case is approximately five times that in the decaying regime.
With this information, the mechanism for the instability can be characterized in the following way.
As the parameter set v+, vd and Te/Tj approach values such that e becomes small the width ofD_ in z space increases. Mathematically this is fairly easy to see since e -+ 0 makes D(k) peaked about k = 0.
On transforming back to z space this produces a broader function. In other words the typical clump size increases. Furthermore G decreases since Do (which is equivalent to D+) increases. The same holds for the source term which becomes larger and broader in phase space. The net result is an increase in the clump charge density with an equivalent increase in the magnitude of the potential spectrum. This increase in its turn gets shielded and in the process the feedback mechanism is generated causing the instability. Thus when one passes a threshold value, determined by the proximity in the parameter space to a zero of the dielectric, the system will always regenerate provided that S remains positive greater than zero. These arguments are made more quantitative in Section VI where we derive an approximate analytic solution which illustrates the trends we have described. 
where #3 and n are constants. Eq. (44a) represents an cxponential growth rate (similar to linear theory) while (44b) is an amplitude dependent growth. In Fig. 8 we plot the observed growth rate for the case mi/me = 4, T/Ti = 1 and vd = 2.5vi. Superimposed are a least squares fit of (44a) and (44b) (the latter for the case n = 1.333). The data is clearly described through an equation of the form of (44b) rather than (44a). It is of course tempting to associate (aD(t))'/ 3 with the trapping time Ttr = (kjD(t))1/ 3 giving a growth rate proportional to exp a f(dt'/rt,(t'))(D(t')/D(0)). However in the absence of any theory describing the growth rate it is hard to make any definite statements.
Nonetheless it is interesting to note that the data is consistent with a ~ I which would mean that the diffusion coefficient would statisfy an equation of the form
OD(t) D(t) D(t)
at
D(O) -rt,(t)

V. EFFECT OF COLLISIONS
From a practical point of view it is interesting and important to try and assess the role of collisions in the non-linear instibility. A rigorous derivation of the renormalized equations including collisions is outside the scope of this paper. However it seems plausible to obtain semi-quantitative results in the following way. We neglect the effect of collisions in the source for the two point equation, and in the dielectric but include a collisional 9 in the destruction operator (i. e. the left hand side of (11)). If we use ( The Fourier transform of this result is given by 
.
_=O
The source term is given by
Sa 2Da
We have used in (49) This last equality is motivated by energy and momentum considerations-the terms being identically equal when one takes a zero width resonance. Physically this is just a statement that if, say, electrons are diffused by ion fluctuations then the displaced electrons, to conserve momentum, will act back through a balancing dynamical drag.
For a stationary, self-sustaining turbulent state to exist the clumps must be able to regenerate at a rate sufficient to balance their decay. That is the potential obtained from the expression for (j) must equal that driving the diffusion coefficient. It must be emphasized that this is not a self-consistency con- 
(56)
and N(u) = 0 otherwise. Equation (57) is the first equation which must be satisfied for a steady, selfsustaining, state to exit. The second condition, which determines ko, is given by (48). If we use (57) this can be recast as
The simultaneous solution of Equations (57) and (58) determine the parameter range for which a self consistent steady state can exist.
The above equations-were solved numerically for the real mass ratio, and for mass ratios in the range of the numerical integration. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . For equal temperature the solution of (57) and (58) yield the following relation between critical drift and mass ratio
The numerical and analytical results are surprisingly close. For mi/me = 4 the numerical integration predicts a reduction of approximately 38% in the drift velocity required for instability, while the analytic result predicts a more modest 25%. This discrepancy is easily attributed to the logarithmic expression for the clump lifetime which is an approximation to the exact result for x-> k-1 and v-> vt,. Since a major contribution to the clump charge density comes from its finite extent in phase space the regeneration condition is quite sensitive to the approximation in (46). Notice that for mi/me = 1840 the reduction increases to 60% of the linear result.
This approximate calculation illustrates effectively two aspects of the regeneration mechanism. First it shows how the approach to an eigenvalue of the dielectric will always insure regeneration since the numerator in (56) will be small and will allow (57) to be satisfied. (The integral, far away from a solution of Ek,ku = 0 is less than 1.) The second element is the reduction of this effect due to the subtraction of 
VIL. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND SUMMARY
We have described a non-linear ion-electron instability driven by particle like modes referred to as "clumps". Over a large range of temperature ratio, Te/Ti, the instability is generated for drift veocities which are appreciably below those required for the onset of the linear ion-acoustic or Buneman instability. The salient features of the instability are an amplitude dependent growth rate (approximately proportional to the trapping time) and a spectrum phase velocity width AVph/Vph L 1. These are in sharp contrast to the predictions of linear theory where the growth rate would be amplitude independent and AVph/ph would be much less than one. The effect of collisions provides another useful signature.
The underlying mechanism for the instability is the generation of fluctuations by the mixing of the average velocity gradients. The imperfect mixing occurs because a small clump of plasma will retain, given that a number of terms have been ommited in our model which we believe would enhance the clump life-time. In particular a self-binding effect predicted for holes[ 5 l is missing from the theory.
In summary we have predicted the existence of a non-linear instability threshold which is significantly below the result calculated from linear-theory. The resulting spectrum involves phenomena which are qualitatively different from linear instability. We are tempted to speculate that these results call into question traditional emphasis on linear stability theory, and analytic treatments of turbulence which are based upon linear theory as their lowest order approximation. 
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